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Introduction 
Great towns and cities are typically where the citizens are engaged and active in community 

organizations.  This is certainly true of Edmonds, Washington. Edmonds has active, non-profit 

organizations such as the Edmonds Lions Club, the Edmonds Floretum Garden Club, the 

Edmonds Rotary, and of course the Friends of the Edmonds Library.  These civic 

organizations are made up of dedicated volunteers who for decades have worked to support 

their community.   

It is important to document and celebrate each organization’s contribution to Edmonds.  Often 

this documentation is written as a chronological history. But this approach may have a 

weakness in that it does not necessarily focus on the people who serve the organization. For 

this reason, this account of the Friends of the Edmonds Library (aka FEL or Friends) is told as 

a story rather than an historical account.     

The information contained in this story comes primarily from the FEL archives.  These 

archives contain 58 years of financial records, letters, government documents, meeting 

minutes, newsletters, newspaper articles, and photographs.  Together, these documents serve 

to tell us an amazing community story.   

 

Friends of the Library - a National Institution  
Throughout the United States, where there is an active and vital library, you will also find an 

active and vital Friends of the Library organization. These Friends organizations are typically 

made up of volunteers and are independent non-profit groups.  Friends exist to support their 

library in varying ways. Most often it is for fundraising, but they typically do much more.  In 

Washington State, there are over 150 Friends groups.   

The Edmonds Library is part of the Sno-Isle Library system which manages 23 libraries in 

Snohomish and Island counties. Almost all of these Libraries have a Friends organization.  

Each Sno-Isle Friends organization operates independently, although the Friends groups often 

meet to share best practices.  These organizations vary greatly in size and in what they attempt 

to accomplish for their respective libraries.  In Edmonds, the Friends of the Edmonds Library 

(FEL) is made up of a volunteer Board of Directors and citizen members who serve the library 

in varying capacities. The Library Manager is a FEL Board Member, but the FEL operates 

independently from both the Library and Sno-Isle Libraries.   

The current FEL organization has Federal 501(c)(3) tax status and is a registered Washington 

State non-profit corporation.   It is supported entirely by membership dues, donations, and 

sales of used books and other donated appropriate materials.  The FEL has its own bylaws and 

mission statement (which is closely linked to the Library’s mission statement).  

 

Edmonds Library History  
In order to tell the story of the Friends of the Edmonds Library we must begin with the history 

of the Library.  Their histories are linked.  Following is a very brief summary of the various 
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Edmonds Library incarnations. More detailed accounts can be found in the Edmonds Museum 

(website address: https://historicedmonds.org/).    

In the very early days, before the turn of the last century, book lending was by individuals 

rather than by a physical library. In 1902 there was a group in Edmonds called the "Book and 

Thimble Club". This was a woman's club who shared books; a form of informal book lending.  

It is unknown where they kept their books.  Clubs using this name existed in other cities as 

early as the 1890’s.        

The first Edmonds Public Library was formed in 1901.  Books were provided in rotation every 

three months by the Washington State Traveling Library Committee.  It is not known where 

these books were housed.  

Several years later, in 1907, the Edmonds Library 

Association was formed.  An official physical Library 

was created in the State Bank of Edmonds at the corner 

of Main and 4th Streets.  It consisted of two rooms on 

the top floor of the bank.  This building still exists 

today, although the occupants have changed.    

 

 

 

As the public’s desire for books grew, and book 

circulation increased, an Edmonds Librarian, by 

the name of Rev. John Lockwood, requested and 

obtained a $5,000 donation from the Carnegie 

Foundation in 1901.   Using this donation as a 

starting point, the city then spent a total of 

$7,483 to build the Library on the corner of 5th 

and Bell (which now houses the Edmonds 

Museum).  The Library opened in 1911.  The 

Library was on the top floor and the city offices 

were on the bottom floor (including the jail!).  

   

 

State Bank of Edmonds (4th & Main) 

Library on top floor. 

Carnegie Funded Library (5th Avenue) 

As Reported in the Edmonds Tribune Review – 1944 

"Concern about young people in the community began to surface during the war years.  Twice 

in 1944, a group of teens requested help from the city to provide a teen center.  Mayor Fourtner 

explained there was no legal basis on which the city could make such a commitment.  He 

recommended that the youngsters might spend their spare time by making better use of the 

public library." 
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The Library remained in the Carnegie building until 

1962.  In 1962 the city built another library in the Civic 

Center at Bell and 6th Avenue.  This building no longer 

exists.  It was replaced in the 1990’s by the current City 

Services buildings.    

Very little information has been found about this 

library.  We do know that it consisted of about 6,000 

square feet of space.  It included an auditorium, a 

meeting room, and the central main reading room.  

Friends records indicate that this library’s small 

meeting room was used by such community groups as 

the Great Books group, the Friends of the Library, and 

the Edmonds Floretum Garden Club.  

It was at this location that the very first Friends of the 

Edmonds Library is mentioned in archived FEL 

documents.  This Friends group was created to help 

move from the Carnegie building to this newer 

building.  They were also chartered to establish various 

programs, fundraise for furnishings, and even 

sponsored the open house in the new building.  These activities were very similar to what the 

FEL does today.    

 

 

Civic Center Library.  Edmonds Tribune Review. 1962   

Children section of Civic Center Library. 1962 
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Archived documents indicate that 1972 

was the first mention of another library 

to replace the one in the Civic Center.  

The idea was met with considerable 

public resistance concerning location 

and funding.  While the new Library 

was being discussed, the Library Board 

realized that they needed to re-institute 

the dormant FEL to help with the 

fundraising, events planning, and 

moving to the new facility.  Also, funds 

were needed to refinish old Library 

furniture, buy new tables and chairs, 

and to purchase new vertical filing 

cabinets.  

To assist with this funding issue, the 

Friends group sought new members to 

help support a library bond 

(APPENDIX C).   

 

In 1977 the city purchased a portion of 

the land adjacent to the old elementary 

school to build what is now the 

Edmonds Library on Main Street.   

The Friends helped to host the grand 

opening of the new library (see flyer) 

and the dedication event on October 

31, 1982.  Kathy Turner was the 

Librarian and Senator Henry “Scoop” 

Jackson gave the dedication speech.  

 

Also in support of the new Library was the Edmonds Bookshop.   

In addition to the fundraising efforts of the FEL, in October 1982 the Edmonds Bookshop 

remodeled their store and had an open house.  They donated all net proceeds ($2,108) to the 

Friends to use towards furnishings for the new library.   

Announcement mailed to FEL Members to attend 

exclusive preview party for new library in 1982. The 

FEL assumed responsibility for a major fundraising to 

help furnish this building.  The goal was to raise about 

$30,000.  APPENDIX B 
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Letter to FEL from the Edmonds Bookshop announcing their donation plans for new 

Library.   

Copy for formal invitation to 

Edmonds Bookshop open house.  

Proceeds to be used towards new 

Library furnishings.  1982 
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The library was built and continued to change in various ways. In 2001, the Friends 

contributed $2000 towards a campaign in support of a ballot initiative to allow the Library to 

be annexed by the Sno-Isle Library system. On April 12, a public meeting was held in the 

Edmonds theater to discuss this proposal.  Annexation would take the Library out of the City’s 

budget (except for building maintenance). This was a critical issue as the City was considering 

closing the Library due to tight finances.       

In May, 2001 the citizens voted on and passed the annexation proposal.  The Library became 

part of the Sno-Isle Library system on January 1, 2002.  From this point forward, the city 

would provide the library building and maintenance.  Any future furnishings (carpets, 

shelving, tables, etc.) for the library would be the responsibility of Sno-Isle Libraries. Now 

Edmonds had a member on the Sno-Isle board.  Edmonds contributes more than most cities to 

the Sno-Isle finances so they set up a Trust Fund which amounted to about $700,000.   

 

Friends of the Edmonds Library History 
The history of the Friends of the Edmonds Library (FEL) directly parallels the history of the 

Library.  There have been two incarnations of the Friends, and both coincided with the 

creation of a new library building. We have no documented evidence that a FEL existed prior 

to 1962.    

Friends – Civic Center Library 
The Friends group was created by the Library Board due to a need to support the new Civic 

Center Library.  In the Library Board Meeting Minutes of October 1961, the following is 

quoted:  

“The possibility of getting a “Friends of the Library” group started to help provide 

the many needed items of furnishing and equipment was talked about at some length.  

There are several possible ways of handling this. The members (Board) seem to feel 

that they themselves should be in the background and not appear to be pushing this 

group’s organization.  For the next board meeting (Dec. 5), each person should bring 

in several names of likely possibilities for membership for working on such a project.”  

In these same minutes it was stated that $13,379 was needed to purchase cabinets, youth 

tables, chairs, newspaper rack, magazine rack, book bins, files, dictionary, and atlas stands. 

Almost a year later, in September 1962, the Friends is mentioned again:   

“Mrs. Clark reported on the two meetings of the Friends of the Library.  At the tea, a 

group was organized with these officers:  Stuart Douglass, chairman; Mrs. Bernice 

Meyring, Vice Chairman; Mrs. Mal Wilson, secretary-treasurer.  Their dues will be 

$1 per year and any person is welcome to join.  This group has made plans to help 

with the move (to the new Library) and the tentative date for the open house is Nov. 

25.”  

Their first meeting was held in the library’s meeting room in November, 1962.  From various 

original meeting minutes in FEL archives, it appears that the Friends were holding meetings 

and even keeping minutes prior to the move into the Civic Center Library.  During that period, 

they elected officers, created a constitution and established membership dues.  Additional 
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evidence of these early activities can be found in a letter written by the Edmonds Librarian, 

Emily Wilson. (see  APPENDIX A ).  

Library Board minutes indicate that meetings continued at least until 1965.  Further evidence 

of the continued work by the Friends group is found in these minutes from that year:   

“The Friends of the Library will be asked to sponsor a three-day exhibit dealing with 

local historical features.”   (associated with National Library Week) 

After 1965 there are no further meeting minutes or other evidence of a FEL group.  During 

that period even the Library Board was struggling to consistently meet.   

 

Friends -Main Street (current) Library 
In 1972 the need for a FEL group appears in the Library Board minutes again. The Library 

Board did not appear to remember the existence of the past FEL group. The October, 1972 

minutes states: 

“Discussed a book-sale possibility or trade-one-take one.  Desirable to have a book 

exchange.  Library extra services could have outreach service and a possible book 

fair.  The Library Board could act as a Friends of the Library Group.  Outreach and 

volunteers to do it.  Organize a Friends Group.  Ken Welling volunteered to undertake 

such a project and explore some possibilities.  He said it would be best to organize a 

Friends of the Library group.”  

  

While the need for a FEL group was discussed in 1972, it appears the Library Board did not 

act on it.  It was not until 1977, when the new Library construction was beginning to look like 

it would become a reality that the second incarnation of the Friends is mentioned.  The 

Edmonds City Council was informed of the need for a Friends organization.  This suggestion 

was approved and the FEL re-instituted.  While not yet incorporated by the State, they were 

quite active.  In 1978 the Friends begin sending out letters (APPENDIX C) to the public 

asking for citizens to join.  They had 100 people on their mailing list.  This was all part of 

their lobbying effort to obtain money for the new Library.    

It is not until 1979 that the FEL separated from the Library Board and became a totally 

independent organization.  July, 1979 is considered by many to be the official founding date of 

the Friends of the Edmonds Library.  On this date, the State of Washington accepted the 

Edmonds Friends Bylaws and officer names, and was granted non-profit corporation status.   

Finally, in August of 1980, the FEL received its 501(c)(3) tax exempt status thus completing 

official government sanction.  Unfortunately, in 1990 the Board missed a step and did not file 

their annual State Report.  They lost their non-profit status and had to refile. They regained 

their state non-profit status in 1991.     

Over the course of many years, the Friends branded themselves with different logos. Three 

logos are shown below with the earliest on the far left.    
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Membership dues in the FEL was originally $1.  Over time, that rose to $6, and now it is up to 

$10 per year.  It is humorous to note that in 2009 the FEL allowed members to add a cat to 

their membership for an additional $1.  The membership application included a box for the 

cat’s name.  It stipulated that “your cat must like books”.   There was also a period in time 

when the FEL had “lifetime” memberships.  This was eventually discontinued as the Board 

realized that soon they could potentially exhaust the membership revenue stream.  Lifetime 

membership in 1991 was $25.  In 1994 it increased to $50.  This membership category is no 

longer offered, but those original lifetime memberships are still being honored.    

 

Recent Friends History 
As with any non-profit volunteer organization, there are occasional periods when the 

organization is challenged by a lack of volunteer board members.  This situation arose in 

2016.  Fortunately, a public recruiting effort resulted in the selection of Luke Distelhorst as 

President.  As such, Mr. Distelhorst brought youth and energy into the Board and the FEL 

experienced a strong rebound.   

The years of 2020 and 2021 were a serious challenge for both the Friends and the Library 

Staff.  The COVID-19 pandemic caused the Library to close for an extended period of time.  

While the Library continued to provide books to the public (using a contact-less system), the 

Friends volunteers were no longer allowed inside the building to process book donations.  All 

volunteer services halted except for Board meetings which were accomplished by means of 

Zoom video conferencing.  Web conferencing allowed the Board to plan and continued 

holding monthly member meetings.     

FEL Volunteers 
Each time the city decided to build a new Library, the Library Board concluded that a Friends 

group was needed.  A volunteer Friends organization could raise money, sponsor special 

events, and assist the Library staff with many projects as needed.  The essence of the Friends 

of the Library resides in the community members who volunteer their time and energy.  Let’s 

explore some of these many volunteer efforts.   

 

Three versions of the FEL logo.  Oldest to most current on the right.     
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Fundraising 
One of the most important 

tasks of the FEL all-

volunteer team is to raise 

funds to purchase 

equipment for the library, 

support Library programs, 

and support community 

needs such as scholarships 

and donations to 

community programs.  

A 1981 City Newsletter, 

reported seven women 

members of the Friends had 

taken on the goal of raising 

$30,00 for furnishings for 

the new Main Street 

Library 

In the early days, almost all 

funds were generated by membership dues and book sales, so this ambitious goal provided the 

group a serious challenge.     Following are some fundraising examples.  

 

Annual Book Sales 
Throughout the entire history 

of the FEL, book sales were 

the most consistently used 

fundraising technique.   

Fortunately, the citizens of 

Edmonds are voracious readers 

and have been very generous 

in donating their books to 

Friends sales.  Often, entire 

personal libraries have been 

donated. Before the FEL 

started selling books in the 

Library itself, the FEL sold 

books at an annual sale.  Over 

the course of the year, donated 

books were sorted by a team of volunteers.  The very first sorting room was in the meeting 

room of the Civic Center Library (1962).  Later, in the 1970’s, they moved to a more 

permanent location under the bleachers of the Civic Park stadium.  Books were placed on 

shelves according to genre and at the end of the year taken to the sale location.   

Book Sorting Room Team, 1992.  The room was below the bleachers at the 

Civic Ball field. Leader Carol Davis in blue sweater.   

City of Edmonds News Letter dated Winter 1981-1982.  APPENDIX B.     
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The first official FEL Annual sale was held in 1980 and was held in the Civic Center Library.  

They grossed $850.   After the new Library was built on Main Street, they began holding the 

sale in the Plaza Room above the Library.   

 

 

 

 

 

Carol Davis 

 

No story of the Friends can be told without mentioning the special contributions of Carol Davis.  

Carol has served the Friends for over 30 years!  In the early years, Carol was involved in both the 

Annual Sale and the Sorting Room.  There is a story in the FEL newsletter that in 2001 she drove 

all the way to Olympia to buy books from the State Library (they were moving).  She bought 135 

books at 10 cents each. In 1998 Carol suggested having a separate room for Children's books at 

the sale in the Anderson Center. This idea went over quite well with the parents and children.  

(see news clipping below). They grossed $8,600 that year.  

 

 

In addition to her contributions to the Annual Sale, Carol has served on the FEL Board.  In 1990 

she and her husband John created the very first special Membership Handbook and Member 

Directory.  A directory like this continued until 2016.  
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Annual sales were so successful over the years that the Friends finally had to find a larger 

venue.  In 1991 they began holding their sale in the Anderson Center gym.  They had so many 

boxes of books in 2014 that they actually enlisted the Firefighters from Station 17 to move the 

books from the store room!   

 

The Annual Sale Committee came up with many creative ideas.  Following are 

a few of them. In 2001 they used the Food Bank’s truck to move books (FEL 

donated $50 to the Food Bank).  In the 1990’s they set up a special “Collectors 

Table” at the sale where art and collectables were sold. The proceeds were 

specifically earmarked for the scholarship fund.  Everyone who has attended an 

annual sale remembers seeing the volunteers wearing red aprons.  Those 

aprons (still used today) were first used 25 years ago.  That same year, tote 

bags with the FEL logo were sold.  Often the FEL created clever bookmarks as 

advertisements.  These were given out to patrons of the Library and continued 

for years.   

 

 

 

Unfortunately, in 2017 the 

Civic Center Ballpark bleachers were torn 

down and the FEL volunteers lost their sorting 

room space.  West Coast Storage in Shoreline 

donated the use of two indoor garage spaces 

Book Sale in Anderson Center Gym  1991 Book Sale 2013 (Photo: FEL 

Newsletter) 

Bookmark advertising the 1994 

Annual Sale 

West Coast Storage sorting room.  2019 
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for sorting and storage.  Carol and her team began sorting books in the new space in 2018.   

In-Library Book Sales (aka On-Going)  
Always looking for new ways to raise money, discussions began to initiate selling used books 

on a continuous (or on-going) basis inside the Library.    Their first attempt was to use a roll-

around cart with books from the annual sale storeroom, introduced March 17, 2000.  Over 

time, this in-Library sales approach became quite successful.  Eventually an agreement was 

made with Sno-Isle to allocate a permanent space in the Library for On-Going book sales.  

The first shelving for the On-Going area came from the Teen section of the Library when it 

was remodeled.  Later in 2019 the Friends funded all new shelving for the On-Going area.   

 

Friends volunteers now had two teams focused on book sales.  One group sorted and stored 

books for the annual sale and a second much larger group managed the On-Going book sales.   

Over the course of a ten-year period, the revenue generated from On-Going gradually 

increased from about $13,000 per year to almost $22,000 in 2019.    The success of this team 

was due in large part to the terrific On-Going managers including Laura Spehar, Carol Kensel, 

and Judy Forgey.  To achieve these successes, the On-Going team constantly rotated books so 

that each time a patron came to explore the books shelves there would always be new 

treasures to find.  Seven days per week this team of about 20 volunteers, sorted, categorized, 

and in some cases distributed surplus donated material to other non-profit organizations.   

Judy Forgey joined the FEL in 2005, and not only led the On-Going 

team beginning in 2016, but prior to that served the Friends on the 

Board as a VP of Membership and also was editor of the FEL 

Membership Directory, One of Judy’s favorite sales tactics was to 

create special theme sales such as railroad-related books.  These sales 

were heavily promoted in the local media.  Additionally, Judy and her 

husband Jim, often delivered surplus books to the VA hospital.   

 

Judy Forgey, 2016  

The book moving team.  2019  Newly remodeled On-Going Sales area. 2019   
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Copy Machine  
In the early years of the FEL, providing a public copy machine in the Library was a significant 

source of revenue for the Friends.  In September 1979, the FEL Board signed their first 

contract with a copy machine company.  The volunteers managed the contract, paid the bills, 

and collected money from the machine.  This source of funds was significant.  By 1994 the 

copy machine was generating well over $5,000 dollars for the Friends along with providing a 

valuable service to the Library patrons.     

Fundraising Events  
While the Friends had many social events such as luncheons and parties, most of these events 

did not generate significant amounts of money until more recent years.  Most of the early 

social activities charged a small fee to participate but that money mostly just covered the event 

expenses.  

In 1992 they had a fundraising event called "Spring Festival".  They brought in professional 

art appraisers and sold tickets to the public.  Ticket holders could bring in their antiques and 

artwork to be appraised.  See flyer titled ‘Spring Festival’ in APPENDIX D.  

There were several more significant fundraising events in recent years.  Twice the FEL held 

social and fundraising events at Gallaghers’ Brewery in Edmonds.  The first in 2018 raised 

$1,575.  An important aspect of this venue is that it drew a different crowd than the events 

held in the Plaza Room.  A second event took place at Gallaghers’ in the summer of 2019 and 

generated $3,108.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the fall of 2018, the FEL held their 40th Anniversary celebration at Brigids Bottleshop.  This 

gala event generated over $3,000 to use towards new Library shelving.   

Other Creative Sources of Funding 
Friends volunteers have enjoyed a long history of creative fundraising. The Friends has 

manned a book sale table at the Saturday Market in downtown Edmonds.  They also provided 

earbuds, USB memory sticks, and Friends book bags to Library patrons.   

In the 1990's the FEL managed a program to obtain cash rebates from local grocery stores 

(Top Foods, Olsens, Haggens).  This amounted to hundreds of dollars per year.  Grocery store 

receipts from Library patrons were collected at the front desk. FEL volunteers organized those 

Gallaghers’ Event 2018.  FEL President, Luke Distelhorst (left) 

handing out raffle prizes.  
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receipts and took them to the stores for cash rebates.  In 1992 those rebates added up to $858!  

Of course, the grocery stores didn’t miss the opportunity to advertise their support of the local 

non-profits.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In 1984 a volunteer team of 21 women was formed to sew a beautiful quilt to be raffled off.  

This quilt consisted of a patchwork of scenes of Edmonds.  This highly desired quilt resulted 

in the sale of 2000 raffle tickets and generated $2,000 in revenue!   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Top Foods Ad in local paper.  1991  

FEL Volunteers sew quilt to raffle.  1984  
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Cash Donations & Employee Matching Donations 
Occasionally Library patrons send the FEL a donation for no specific 

reason other than that the people of Edmonds love their Library.  Often 

the Friends will receive checks in the mail for hundreds of dollars with 

a simple “thank-you” note.   

Some companies contribute money to the FEL for hours of volunteer 

service provided by their employees.  For example, Wendy Kendall’s 

company Symetra. For six years Symetra has donated funds based on 

the number of Wendy’s volunteer hours.  These donations fund prizes 

for the Library’s annual Kindle Raffle.   This raffle is based on book 

recommendations submitted from our community. Wendy has been a 

long-time supporter of the FEL.  Her volunteer efforts include serving 

on the FEL Board, helping with annual and on-going book sales, and 

helping with Friend’s media relations and publicity.    Wendy is also a local author!  

Providing Funds for Library and Community  
The story of the Friends of the Edmonds Library is not just a story of raising money.  The 

essence of the FEL volunteers’ hard work and dedication resides in how they use those funds. 

There is little doubt that the Friends impact on both the Library and the Community is 

significant.   

Library Programs and Furnishings 
The projects and programs funded by Friends are too many to mention in detail.  Some of the 

more interesting or common programs are mentioned below.   APPENDIX I lists additional 

funding programs.   

Furnishings and Remodels 
Going all the way back to the 1960’s, the need 

for assistance in buying furnishings was 

evident.  Sometimes it was for new library 

furnishings and other times for a library 

remodel.   In many cases the volunteers 

themselves participated in decorating.   

In the 1980’s the Children’s section of the 

Library was decorated to be whimsically 

“Nautical”.   The volunteers didn’t simply buy 

the furnishings, they made them!  Walls were 

painted a marine blue; fish nets, buoys, 

starfish, and floats were suspended from the 

ceiling.  Kids made stuffed paper fish.  

Shelving was lowered, in keeping with the 

size of children.  An aquarium was added and 

a "Story Boat" was filled with cushions.   

 

 

Volunteers making the children’s section decorations.  1986.  

Wendy Kendall 

with e-reader 
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In 1996 the Children’s section was again redecorated 

in conjunction with the Edmonds Art Commission. It 

included a mural for which the FEL donated $1500.   

In 2017 there was yet another remodeling project in the 

Library.  In some ways, this was due to the digital age.  

Self-service check-out stations were built; the book 

holds shelving was replaced; and the reference desk 

changed to add new computer equipment.  Mayor 

Earling attended the grand opening.  The FEL made a 

significant contribution towards all of these expenses.   

 

Not all of the donations to the Library 

involved redecorating the public areas. 

There are many examples of purchases 

that were for the benefit of the Library 

staff.  The FEL purchased lockers, 

furniture for the staff lounge, staff 

computers, and even carts for the staff to 

use to transport books from the drive-up 

book drop off.   

 

The Picture File Project 
Prior to the days of Google Images and 

Microsoft Bing, Library staff wished to 

create a gallery of photographs for 

Library patrons to use for their 

presentations or articles.  In those days, 

Seattle Times news article about the story boat.  1991.   

FEL purchases transport carts for book drop bins.  

1993   

Self-service book checkout. 2017    
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finding pictures was not done on-line.  The Library created the “Picture File Project” in 1988.   

Meeting weekly, FEL volunteers cut out pictures from magazines and organized them into 36 

categories (animals, aircraft, art, birds, cars, etc.).  This project continued for several years.     

Library Childrens’ Programs 
A significant portion of the Friends budget has always gone towards the support of the Library’s 

various programs.  This is especially true for programs for young children and teens.  The goal 

is to get youth interested in reading at a young age.  In 1991 Library Board minutes, it was 

reported that “over 15,000 parents and children attended Library programs for the year”. The 

Friends have purchased books for Summer Reading Programs and provided support to the 

Library staff for the Childrens’ Story Hour.  There have also been special events such as The 

Best Book I Ever Read poster contests.  Prizes such as Kindles were bought and paid for by the 

FEL. Gift cards were occasionally provided by Edmonds Bookshop.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Story Hour 1988.  Notice the nautical 

theme in the Childrens’ section of the 

Library   

Story Hour 1997.   

Best Book I Ever Read Contestants 2015   
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National Library Week has always been a time when the Friends have been 

called upon to help support special Library activities.  This was certainly true 

in the 1990’s when a program was instituted called Books-For-Babies.  The 

Friends purchased Mother Goose books to be given out to every mother who 

had a child at Stevens Hospital (Edmonds) during that week.  As part of the 

program, mothers also received a reading list of recommended children’s 

books.  

 

In 1985 the Friends rented costumes for the 

Library staff to wear during Children’s 

Library Week.  These costumes represented 

various literary characters.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Community Engagement  
The story of the Friends of the Edmonds Library extends beyond the Library itself.  They have 

a rich history of involvement in and providing support to many other community-focused 

activities.   

Scholarships  
No story of the FEL would be complete without mention of the FEL 

scholarship program which has been an annual effort for many 

years.  It is unclear when the first scholarships were given out, but 

we do know that in 1990 a formal relationship between the 

University of Washington’s graduate Library Sciences program and 

the FEL was established.  The driving force behind this program 

was Mary Kaiser.  Mary joined the FEL in 1974.  Mary was the 

lead of the FEL Scholarship program for close to 10 years.  In 1995 

Mary won the Distinguished Service Award from the Washington 

Library Association.   

 

 

 

 

 

Mary Kaiser, 1990 
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Each year, the FEL has budgeted between $2,000 and $4,000 to support 

students in these programs.  Since 1990 it is estimated that Friends has 

provided well over $40,000 in scholarships.   The cost of graduate programs 

in Library Science can be staggering.  In 2013 The Seattle Times reported 

that the cost of a 2-year masters’ program at UW Library Science ranged 

from $26K to $41K.  The FEL donation is applied directly to tuition 

expenses.  

The first such scholarship was given to Margaret Martin.  Margaret graduated 

from UW and immediately became the Children’s Librarian at Maple Valley 

Library.   

 

 

Tax Levies and Sno-Isle Annexation 
The FEL is not a political action group, nor does it support specific candidates in elections.  

However, the volunteers and members have on occasion become indirectly engaged in 

activities to support such things as Library tax levies.    

FEL Board members have accompanied Library staff in attending Library Legislative Day in 

Olympia.    Library Legislative Day, is sponsored by Washington Library Association.  These 

outings have been a great opportunity to network with library supporters from around the 

state. Meetings are held with state legislators and their staff to discuss the value of libraries 

and the impact laws have on them.   

A few examples of FEL civic action are the following:   

• In 1994, FEL sent a letter to Senator Gary Nelson to support a bill to exempt 

Libraries from paying sales tax on used books (otherwise we would have had to pay 

8.2% on books and copy machine sales).  House Bill 1129 passed, and we were 

exempt for up to $35,000 in sales.   

• In 2001 the Friends donated $2,000 to the advertising campaign in support of the 

annexation of the Library to Sno-Isle.  

• The FEL wrote letters to its membership to encourage them to vote in support of a 

Library tax levy in 2018.  The levy passed.    

 

Edmonds Centennial Celebration 
1990 was an important year for the City of Edmonds and the Friends of the Edmonds Library 

as they celebrated the city’s 100-year history.  This is the year that the Friends had a float in 

the 4th of July Parade!  The FEL put their story sloop (from the children’s section of the 

Library) on a flatbed truck and joined the fun.  The theme was “Hooked on Books”.  
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The parade was not the 

only Centennial event.   

The FEL helped to 

sponsor a children’s ferry 

boat outing to Kingston.  

The outing’s purpose was 

to learn about Edmonds 

history.  Edmonds 

children met with other 

children at the Kingston 

Library and shared stories.  

The Friends helped to pay 

for the music and snacks 

provided on the ferry.    

 

 

  

No centennial event is complete without commemorative plaques, markers, and statuary. The 

Friends got involved in many different ways. The FEL sponsored bricks that were placed in 

Centennial Plaza. They also wrote letters to the City Council urging them to update the 

fountain in the center of Main and 5th. Finally, Friends funded a plaque for the Plaza which 

remains there today. See APPENDIX E.  

 

 

 

FEL Float in the 4th of July Parade.  1990 Centennial 

Celebration.     

Special trip to Kingston for Edmonds 

children on the ferry (1990). They even 

had a live band!    

One of these Centennial bricks and this plaque 

donated to the Civic Center Plaza in 1990. They 

remain in place today.     

Centennial 

Celebration plaque 

in Civic Plaza.  
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City Artwork, Landscaping and Signage 
While the Centennial celebration was one of the largest community events the FEL was 

involved in, there were other occasions where the Friends has left its mark.  Even today you 

can see items that the FEL sponsored around town.  The FEL donated $2,000 towards the 

hanging basket pole located in front of the Library, featuring the bookworm art piece.  In 

2007, the landscaping around the outside of the library was completely redone, including the 

trees.  The Friends contributed to this project and is recognized by the “rock” in the garden 

near the front entrance.   

 

 

 

Occasionally, the Friends contribute in collaboration 

with other organizations.  Library patrons enjoy the 

beautiful plants throughout the Library.  FEL has 

worked with the Edmonds Floretum Garden Club 

(EFGC) for years.  The Friends recently purchased all 

new flower pots for the Library.  The FEL contributes 

to the EFGC (also a volunteer group) for the 

maintenance of these plants.   

 

Twice the Friends has sponsored signs for the outside 

of the Library.  In 2011 FEL sponsored a Library sign 

to honor Peggy Pritchard Olson.  Peggy was highly 

respected supporter of the Library, FEL, community.   

Peggy’s community involvement included serving on 

the Edmonds City Council for two terms.  In 2009 she 

was voted Edmonds Citizen of The Year.   

 

Hanging Flower Basket Pole outside the Library 

titled “Bookworm”. By Roy NcCorchuk.  2016  
Landscaping “rock” in the Library 

landscaping.  2007 

FEL purchased flower pots in 2019. They are 

maintained by Edmonds Floretum Garden 

Club volunteers (also funded by FEL)    
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The FEL was fortunate to have Peggy on their team.   She served as President of the FEL and 

for many years managed the FEL Annual Book sale.  The community experienced a great loss 

when Peggy Passed away from ALS in 2009.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In 2019 Sno-Isle Libraries modernized and standardized on their library signage.  FEL paid for 

a new sign for both sides of the Library building.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Newspaper Microfilm Project 
In 1993 a statewide project to microfilm 20 years of Edmonds Tribune Review newspapers 

was initiated.  Saving these newspapers became a burden to the Library.  With the passage of 

time, the papers became moldy in the Library archives.  To preserve the content, the FEL 

supported this microfilm project by donating $5,000.  

 

FEL donated the new signs in front of 

the Library (2020)     

Peggy Pritchard Olson, FEL President.  

 Library Sign honoring Peggy 2011. 
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The Social World of the Friends 
The story of the Friends is not complete 

without discussing the social aspects of the 

volunteers and members.   

Luncheons & parties 
The volunteers and members who join the 

Friends often join for social reasons as 

much as for supporting the Library.  In the 

very early years, there were numerous 

“social committees” responsible for hosting 

wonderful luncheons and parties.  These 

social gatherings included holiday parties, 

annual luncheons, and scholarship parties.  

At one event, the Edmonds High School 

band entertained the members.   

Looking back through past photographs one can see the attendees often dressed up, and 

significant effort was expended in making the luncheon festive.  Food was often served 

banquet style and the tables had beautiful center pieces.  In 1992 the Friends even held a 

luncheon at the Edmonds Community College, hosted by the school’s Culinary Arts program.    

In more recent years the social gatherings have been more casual and might even be held in a 

brewery as was the case in 2019.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bridge Club  
In 1980 Evelyn Laurine started the Edmonds Bridge Club.   Bridge was an extremely popular 

social activity in past years.  By 1991 their club had grown to 10 groups that included 144 

players.  Club members paid to participate in games.  These funds paid for winner prizes and 

the remainder was donated to the FEL.  In some years the income from the Bridge Club was 

just shy of $1000. In exchange for the donations received by the FEL, the Bridge Club was 

allowed to use the Plaza Room free of charge.  There was also a time when the Bridge Club 

Plaza Room Luncheon.  Circa 1990     

FEL 40th Anniversary Party at Brigids Bottleshop Bottleshop.  

2019     
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held games in the Anderson Center.  The FEL purchased 12 card tables for the Anderson 

Center to assist with that program.  Although the Bridge Club still plays in the Plaza Room, 

club membership has diminished in size over the years.     

 

Conclusion  
The Friends of the Edmonds Library has a long history of supporting the Library and the 

Edmonds community.  1979, is cited as the official start of the Friends.  From the perspective 

of this author, the FEL story begins in 1962 when community volunteers joined together as an 

organized group, and began activities that helped support the earlier libraries.  These early 

volunteers organized events, engaged in fundraising activities, and engaged the community in 

many of the same ways as that of the FEL today. 

The Edmonds public greatly appreciates the Edmonds Library and the Library staff members.  

The fact that the people of Edmonds have supported the Library through tax levies and 

donations says a lot about community values.   

About the Author  
Chris Walton is a retired Biomedical Engineer.  He and his wife Florence 

relocated to Edmonds from Boston in 2004.  Chris served as a leader in 

the Friends Annual Sale for two years and also served on the FEL Board 

as Treasurer.  He is also known as the creator of the solid oak cash box 

built for the On-Going sales area of the Library (shown here).   

During the COVID pandemic, with lots of time on hand, he decided to 

thoroughly examine the huge number of documents in the Friends supply 

closet.  He was astounded to find such rich history in those files and felt 

there was a need to tell the story of the FEL.   

 

References & Contributors  
Publication Disclaimer 
This story is the output from research of FEL archives and discussions with numerous 

community members.  It is not an official publication sanctioned by the Library, Sno-Isle 

Libraries, or the Friends of the Edmonds Library.  It is a story told by this author based on 

content which could not be easily validated historically, as much of it came from newsletters 

or photographs containing limited information.  If anyone reading this story has additional 

information, or potential corrections, please email the author (cwaltonmtn@gmail.com).   

References 
The primary sources of information came from the FEL archives (currently located in 

Edmonds Library).   These archives include items such as:  

• Library and FEL Board meeting minutes from 1962 to present day. Some hand 

written.  

mailto:cwaltonmtn@gmail.com
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• FEL and Sno-Isle newsletters (see samples below)  

• Photographs, many of which cannot be identified in terms of the photographer, or 

names of some of the people featured in the photos 

• Newspaper articles, primarily from the Edmonds Tribune Review which no longer 

exists  

• Awards, flyers, plaques, bookmarks and other paraphernalia found in archive folders 

 

 

 

Sample of newsletters.  In early days, FEL news was contained within Sno-Isle Newsletters.  

Later there were many iterations of the Friends newsletters.  More recently news has been 

shared by Facebook, Twitter, and email announcements. It will be interesting to see if the digital 

media lasts into the future as a record.       
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Additional Document Sources    
“Edmonds, The Gem of Puget Sound” by Ray V. Cloud (in association with the Snohomish 

County Historical Society, 1963 and 1983)  

Katie Kelly, Research Director, Edmonds Museum  

Seattle Post Intelligence (a news article)  

Seattle Times (news article)  

 

A special thankyou to the various people who reviewed this publication and provided editorial 

feedback or provided insight to historical facts:   Betty Lou Gaeng, Judith Works, Bob 

Mooney, Barbara Chase, Donna Coats, Leslie Elsaesser, Carol Davis, Katie Kelly, Florence 

Chan, and Wendy Kendall. 

 

COVER PAGE IMAGE 
Seattle Times image.  1984.  Photo by Cindy Altick.  This quilt was sewn by FEL volunteers 

as a fund-raising raffle.  Janna Gardiner (right) was the lucky winner.  Quilt shows scenes of 

Edmonds.  Anne Spivey (middle) and Edmonds Librarian Kathy Turner (left).   
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APPENDIX A 
Letter Informing Creation of FEL -1963 
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APPENDIX B 
New Main Street Library Building News Article – FEL Fundraising  
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APPENDIX C 
FEL Letter Soliciting New Members as Part of New Library Fundraising Effort  

(~ 1978-1979) 
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APPENDIX D 
Special Event Flyer – 1992 
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APPENDIX E 
Friends Participates in Centennial Celebration in 1990  
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APPENDIX F 
Friends of Library Week- City of Edmonds 
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APPENDIX G 
Friends of the Library – State Proclamation  
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APPENDIX H 
HISTORICAL MILESTONES 

Following are some important or interesting events in the long history of the Friends.  These 

events are presented in chronological order. 

 

Date   FEL Milestones - Chronological History 

1902 "Book and Thimble Club" (woman’s club) organized around turn of century. Operated 

first Edmonds Library.  

1907 First library created, consisting of two rooms on top of State Bank of Edmonds.  

(Main & 4th Ave) (still exists today)   

1911 The Carnegie Library opened on 5th & Bell (currently the Edmonds Museum)  

1937 WPA (Works in Progress Administration- Roosevelt) project to catalogue and repair 

books for our Library  

1961 Oct 17, First mention of Friends by the Library Board for purpose of buying 

furnishing for new Library.  $13,379 is needed.  Cabinets, youth table, chairs, newspaper rack, 

magazine rack, book bins, files, dictionary, atlas stands.  FEL creation was discussed, but not 

yet acted upon.   

1962 Library moved from Carnegie building to new Library in what was called "Civic 

Center".  Library was approx. 6000 square ft.  Including main room, meeting room, and 

auditorium.  Torn down in 1990's.  

1962 First meeting (September 9th) of a FEL organization.  Stuart Douglas, President 

1964 FEL creates a sub-committee called "Art Committee" to select art for the Library 

walls.  

1965 FEL sponsors a 3-day Library exhibit of Edmonds history within the Library.  

1970 From early 1970's to late 1970's no mention of the FEL in Library Board minutes.  

This Library Board appeared to be short on members and not very active.   

1972 January, Library Board mentions a need to have a book sale and a 'book exchange'.  

Creation of a FEL is suggested. Apparently earlier FEL went into hiatus.   

1977 City purchases elementary school site to build new library.  

1977 May, re-creation of FEL discussed again by Library Board.  Needed to: " manage 

lecture series, manage displays, raise money, run programs".   

1977 August, Library Board requests official creation of FEL from City Council. Approved.  

1978 First FEL newsletter sent out to public.  100 people on mailing list.  See APPENDIX 

C.  
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1979 July 9th, FEL receives "Charitable Organization" non-profit corporation status from 

State of WA. Most people today believe this is the official birthdate of the FEL (thus FEL 

40th Anniversary party in 2019). (this author prefers the 1962 date)  

1980 FEL receives Federal 501(c)(3) tax exempt status. (August 31).  

1980 First official "Annual Sale" by 2nd FEL organization 1980.   $868 is generated. Took 

place in Civic Center Library.   

1980 Evelyn Laurine starts the Edmonds Bridge Club.  

1982 FEL helps to host the new Library dedication program (Oct 31) (Kathy Turner, 

Librarian) Senator Henry Jackson attends.  

1982 October, Edmonds Book Shop remodeled their store and had an open house.  

Bookshop donated all net proceeds to the FEL to use to purchase furnishings for the new 

library.  $2,108!  

1984 Phyliss Turber designed the first FEL logo  

1984 Fund raising:  21 FEL volunteers sew quilt.  See news article. They sold 2000 tickets.  

1986 Children's area redecorated.   Aquarium was added and "Story Boat" was filled with 

cushions.  They then held a "Seaside Extravaganza event" with theater actors, music, games, 

prizes and refreshments. This area was written up in a national library publication.  

1988 Friends awarded "Citation of Achievement for outstanding Community Service" by 

Washington Library Association. Kathy Turner was Librarian.  

1988 15 FEL members trained to be county voter registrars  

1988 1980-1990's FEL committee cutting out pictures from magazines to create images file 

for Library.  Called "Picture File Project". 

1990 Formal scholarship relationship established with UW Graduate School of Library and 

Information Science program.  

1990 First year of the FEL Directory.  Published by John and Carol Davis.  

1990 FEL has float in 4th parade.  Includes our "story sloop" with a theme of "Hooked on 

Books".  

1990 FEL Board sends letter to Mayor suggesting we replace the Main Street fountain 

(Centennial).  

1990 Haggen, Top Foods and other stores have a rebate program that provided funds for 

years.  Receipts collection box at front desk. Patrons put in their grocery receipts and stores 

give us cash rebates.   

1990 FEL attends meetings in Olympia as part of Library Legislative Day (State-wide 

event)  

1991 State of WA "re-instates FEL's State Non-Profit status after it has been lost it due to 

delinquent filing by FEL Board.  
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1991 First annual sale in Anderson Center Gym  

1992 In 1992 they had a fundraising event called "Spring Festival".  Brought in professional 

art appraisers.  Public could pay to have their antiques/art appraised.  See flyer.  

1994 1994 FEL sends a letter to Senator Gary Nelson to support a bill to exempt Libraries 

from sales tax on used books (otherwise FEL has to pay 8.2% on books and copy machine 

sales).  House Bill 1129 passes.   

1995 Rick Steve's first presentation to the membership in Plaza Room.  

1996 First time red aprons worn at Annual Book Sale.  Also sold FEL book bags  

2000 March 17, On-going book sales begin in the Library.  They use a roll-around cart.    

2000 Lt. Governor and Ambassador to New Zealand (2000) presented at FEL monthly 

meeting.  

2001 The Library is officially annexed to Sno-Isle after a public vote.   

2007 FEL website introduced as part of Sno-Isle website (sub-page).  

2007 Outside of Library is completely re-landscaped (trees and all)  

2012 FEL signed a contract with Edmonds Floretum Garden Club to maintain Library 

plants.   

2012 Mayor issues proclamation for FEL Library Week during Library Week.   

2013 FEL participates in project to provide historical photos to Sno-Isle website (still on 

Sno-Isle website).  

2013 FEL begins providing earbuds and USB sticks for patrons to purchase at front desk  

2015 City council disbanded the "Library Board" , stating that it was no longer needed.  

2015  Nov, FEL receives THREE proclamations.  Snohomish County, Sno-Isle Library 

Board, and the City of Edmonds.   

2016 FEL entering digital communications age.  FEL's first Facebook page.   

2016 First digital newsletter in December 2016.  Sent to 170 members via email.   

2017 January, Luke Distelhorst (FEL President) introduces a new FEL website using Go-

Daddy.  Independent of Sno-Isle.  

2017 Katherine Kidwell organizes FEL document storage using Google Drive.  

2017 July, ribbon cutting by Mayor Earling for newly remodeled Library.  

2018 February, FEL moves sorting room from bleachers to West Coast Storage.  Bleachers 

were torn down the previous year.   

2018 Early 2018 FEL promotes and lobbies for Library tax levy for Sno-Isle.  It passes!   

2018 Feb sorting room books transferred into new West Coast Storage unit.  
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2018 March 25, FEL holds first fundraiser in a venue that is quite different from Plaza 

Room.  Gallaghers Brewery.  Raised $1,575.   

2019 FEL holds 2nd fundraiser and member party at Gallaghers.  Raised $ 3,108. 

2019 First time members had ability to pay dues/donations "on-line" using Paypal and 

website.  

2019 February, first time Friends broke over $2,000 in one month for On-Going book sales.  

2019 Friends hold their 40th Anniversary Party and fundraiser at Brigids Bottleshop.   

2020 FEL forms first "Giving Committee".  First big donation is Washington Kids in 

Transition ($2000)  

2020 March 13, Sno-Isle closes all of their libraries due to COVID-19.  All FEL operations 

come to a close except for Board member activities which continue via Zoom web-

conferencing and book sorting at the storage room (people continued to donate books even 

though we had signs asking them not to).  

2020 December the FEL website is completely updated with a new look. (same URL)  
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APPENDIX I 
FEL DONATIONS 

One way to understand the impact an organization has on the community is to look at the way it spends 

its money.  Over the years, the Friends donated over $800,000 in support of the Library and the 

community.  Below is just a sampling of these donations.  The variety of these donations tells a story by 

itself.  (Blank dollar amounts indicates that records did not include that information) 

1961 Oct 17, 1961 First mention of Friends by Library Board for purpose of 

buying furnishing for new Library.  $13,379 is needed.   

$13,379 

1962 FEL creates "open house book mark" for grand opening of new Civic 

Center new Library   

$12 

1963 National Geographic globe for Library.  
 

1965 Display case for the Library  
 

1966 Christmas tree for the library  
 

1980 FEL begins long-term funding of aquarium maintenance. Continues to 

date.  

$126/Mo. 

1981 FEL Tote bags to sell with FEL logo (fundraising)  $593 

1982 Paid to refinish Library furniture  $2,152 

1982 Board initiates fundraising campaign to raise $30,000 for furniture for 

new Library (tables, chairs, study carrels).  TV monitor used for 

educational programs.   

$30,000 

1983 Slide projector & cart  $1,085 

1983 Staff lockers    $972 

1984 Pots and plants for entire library $1,030 

1986 Donated money to City money to help fund Plaza Room outside 

benches.  

$750 

1986 FEL funds the redecoration of the Children's Area (nautical theme) 

plus 12 tables for Plaza Room.  

$5,400 

1987 Adjustable desk chairs for staff & a couch for staff lounge  $1,677 

1987 In 1987 FEL donated $500 to Edmonds Community College to help 

defray their financial losses due to a fire.  

$500 

1988 Library computer tables  $1,999 

1989 FEL gave books to Edmonds Community College and sent some to a 

school in Japan (for English lessons).  

 

1989 FEL donated $300 for Tribune microfilm project.  Statewide project.  

Took a year to do.  Goal was to microfilm all newspapers from 

territorial days to present that were not already microfilmed.    

$300 

1989 Funded children’s programs throughout the year  $2,500 

1989 Reupholstered staff lounge chairs  $4,500 

1990 As part of Centennial Celebration, FEL sponsored taking kids on ferry 

to Kingston to meet with kids from Kingston Library for join 

celebration. 

 

1990 Historical Plaques for Centennial Plaza  $450 

1990 FEL sent 70 lbs. of unsold book sale books to troops in Saudia Arabia  
 

1990 Purchased laser counter to count # of patrons entering library  
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1990 FEL purchases bronze plaque for Centennial Plaza and several bricks.  

See photo.   

 

1991 Mother Goose books for Books for Babies Program with Stevens 

hospital 

$150 

1992 Copy machine replacement  $2,360 

1992 Staff lockers  $972 

1992 12 card cables for Bridge Club (used in Anderson Center) $500 

1993 Carts that are inside the drive-up book drops 
 

1993 Library Computer  $1,080 

1993 Funds seasonal banners to be made by elementary kids for Anderson 

Ctr. 

$500 

1993 1993 FEL sponsor project to microfilm 20 years of Edmonds-Tribute 

Review newspapers which were growing moldy in the Library 

archives.  

$5,000 

1994 FEL buys a large kiosk to hold flyers and other Library info $1,491 

1994 FEL works with Art Commission to create mural in Childrens’ area  $1,000 

1995 FEL donated to Public Education Fund Drive (Edmonds School 

District)  

$500 

1995 Furniture for staff workroom  $3,678 

1996 Plaza room podium and mic $799 

1996 FEL manages redecoration of Children's area of Library.  This time 

done with the Arts Commission.  FEL pays for mural.  

$1,500 

1998 Sharp copy machine for Library  $3,500 

1999 New shelving for the Teen area  
 

1999 FEL donation to rebuild Reference desk.  $6,000 

2001 FEL contributes to fund to promote annexation by Sno-Isle  $2,000 

2001 Two heavy-duty utility carts for Anderson Center  
 

2001 FEL contributes $2000 for campaign for ballot initiative to allow 

Library to be annexed by Sno-Isle.  

$2,000 

2006 New chairs for Childrens’ area 
 

2008 FEL pays Bobby Mills and Mix Cox to build wood donation box in 

lobby  

$650 

2009 8 art easels for Anderson Center  
 

2009 Purchased "rock" and plaque for Landscaping project outside Library 

(still there) 

$500 

2010 FEL supports a Library in Guatemala 
 

2011  2 Library exterior signs - Peggy Olson Library.   $450 

2011 FEL sponsors hanging basket POLE outside Library (see photo)  $2,000 

2012 All new window coverings for entire West side of bldg.  $10,000 

2012 FEL signs contract with Floretum Garden Club for Library plant 

maintenance.  

$100/qtr 

2013 Laptops, reupholstering teen area & other furniture  $1,000 

2017 Computer desks and furniture  $11,294 

2017 Children's programming storage closet.   $3,211 

2017 Power outlets for computer center  $602 
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2019 All new planters for Library  $1,000 

2020 New signs for the Library (outside)   $9,672 

2020 New shelving to be used by On-Going sales  $28,672 

 

Chronological List of FEL Presidents 
 

 

 

 

Copyright 2021 (Chris Walton) 

1962 Steuart Douglas 

1979 Christine Howard (filed our State Non-Profit) 

1983 Geri Buchmeier

1984 Ann Spivey 

1985 Evelyn Laurine 

1988 Don Schroeder

1989  Jean Hessel 

1991 George Beckett 

1994 Fred Gautschi

1996 Arthur Kirschenbaum

1998 Mary Miner 

1998 Ruth Kranzler 

2001 John Pryor 

2003 Peggy Olson 

2006 Laurie Dressler

2007 Judith Works 

2009 Page Gorud 

2010 Marianne Zagorski 

2011 Kathy Dahlstrom 

2012 Judith Works 

2014 Madeleine Kaiser

2015 Leslie Elsaesser

2016 Luke Distelhorst 

2019 Liz Morris 

Note :  detrermining the exact dates of office is challenging because 

there have been occasions when officers changed mid-year or 

resigned. Also, many meeting minutes did not indicate who was 

president.  There are gaps in early dates due to lack of 

documentation. 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/mikeblogs/3020966666
https://www.flickr.com/photos/mikeblogs/3020966666
https://www.flickr.com/photos/mikeblogs/3020966666
https://www.flickr.com/photos/mikeblogs/3020966666

